INTRODUCTION
============

Of 1,835 patients who entered the ICU during the 36 months from January, 2003 to December, 2005, 141 were readmitted within one month of their initial discharge. Acute respiratory failure by lung edema or atelectasis was present in 21 of these patients (14.9% of the readmitted patients, and 1.1% of all ICU patients). For these 21 patients, the body weight on the last day of the first ICU stay was markedly higher than that on the first day. In addition, most of the patients had normalized respiratory states at the time of initial ICU discharge, but aggravation of the respiratory state occurred immediately after discharge, with lung consolidation. Patients requiring a longer period of artificial respiration and those with a shorter ICU stay after extubation had a shorter time to ICU readmission. After readmission, their respiratory state was improved by decreasing the body weight by strict water management.

It is generally thought that weight reduction by muscle contraction of 0 - 0.5 kg/day occurs during bed rest,[@B1]-[@B3] and that body weight gain due to improved nourishment occurs about four weeks later,[@B4]-[@B6] therefore, it is highly likely that the body weight gain may occur become of internal surplus water. In turn, this might cause lung edema or atelectasis and worsening of the respiratory state, suggesting that excess lung water that was not removed during the first ICU stay may be associated with subsequent development of lung edema or atelectasis and early readmission to the ICU. Therefore, we performed a retrospective study of patient management during the first ICU stay for patients who were readmitted to the ICU with lung edema or atelectasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

During the 36-month period from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2005, 1,835 patients were admitted to our ICU. Of these patients, 141 (7.6% of the total number of admissions) were readmission cases, and 21 of the 141 patients were suffering from acute respiratory failure due to lung edema or atelectasis. Thus, patients with lung edema or atelectasis comprised 14.9% of readmitted patients and 1.1% of the total number of ICU patients. We investigated the patients who had lung consolidation and were diagnosed with acute respiratory failure due to lung edema or atelectasis. Patients with a diagnosis of a disease due to a specific bacterial cause, such as pneumonia, were excluded from the study. Since almost all patients readmitted to the ICU more than one month after their initial ICU stay did not have a condition that was connected directly with the disease that caused the first ICU admission, we investigated only patients who were readmitted to the ICU within one month of their initial ICU stay.

Acute respiratory failure was defined as PaO~2~ \< 60 Tor for indoor inspiration or a respiratory disorder equivalent to PaO~2~ \< 60 Tor.[@B7] This threshold is the definition of respiratory failure in Japan. Respiratory function was evaluated using the P/F ratio.[@B8] The initial and final body weights during the first ICU period, body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge (weight upon discharge from the ICU ÷ weight when entering the ICU), the time to ICU readmission, the P/F ratio on the last day of the first ICU stay and on the first day of the second admission, the period using the respirator, the length of the initial ICU stay after extubation, and the R/E ratio (the period using a respirator (R) ÷ the length of the ICU stay after extubation (E)) were measured retrospectively. Correlations were investigated between body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge and the time to ICU readmission, between body weight gain and the P/F ratio at ICU readmission, between the R/E ratio and the time to ICU readmission, between the R/E ratio and body weight gain, and between body weight gain until extubation and the time to extubation.

RESULTS
=======

Clinical data during the first ICU admission period for the 21 readmitted acute respiratory failure patients are shown in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. A negative linear relationship was found between body weight gain at the time of initial ICU discharge and the time to ICU readmission ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A weight increase of more than 10% at the time of ICU discharge was likely to cause readmission to the ICU within three days. A negative linear relationship was also found between body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge and the P/F ratio at ICU readmission ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A weight increase of more than 10% at ICU discharge and a P/F ratio below 150 were likely to result in readmission to the ICU due to severe respiratory failure.

An inverse relationship was found between the R/E ratio and the time to ICU readmission ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A large R/E ratio indicated that patients left the ICU soon after long-term respirator management, and this was associated with a short period before ICU readmission. An R/E ratio of over 5 indicated that patients were likely to return to the ICU within 5 days. A direct relationship was found between the R/E ratio and body weight gain ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}); hence, a large R/E ratio correlated with high body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge. A positive linear relationship was found between body weight gain until extubation and the time to extubation ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); as weight increased during the period of respiratory support, the time to extubation lengthened.

DISCUSSION
==========

Cytokine release is stimulated by inflammation, and these cytokines stimulate adherence of leukocytes and monocytes to endothelial cells of blood vessels. Elastase and oxygen radicals released by leukocytes may then cause damage to the endothelial cells,[@B9]-[@B11] causing circulation failure and increased blood-vessel permeability.[@B12]-[@B15] Transfusion can be performed to compensate for the insufficient amount of plasma due to increased blood-vessel permeability and this may stabilize the circulation dynamics.

The lungs are especially prone to leukocyte-induced damage. Once the blood-vessel endothelial cells are damaged by activated leukocytes in the acute phase, increased blood-vessel permeability in the lungs allows plasma to move into the alveolar space from outside the lung blood vessels.[@B16]-[@B18] Transfusion can be performed to stabilize the circulation, nevertheless plasma may leak outside of the lung blood vessels due to increased permeability.[@B19]-[@B21] The relative increase in the amount of fluid outside the lung blood vessels causes alveolar collapse, a fall in lung compliance, lung edema, and atelectasis, thus leading to pre-lung failure. This kind of lung failure reflects a state in which alveolar regions with poor ventilation are formed locally. Even if breathing movement is satisfactory and alveolar ventilation is maintained, full inspiration of oxygen cannot occur because a blood-flow shunt has arisen in the lungs.[@B22]-[@B25]

Once the lung blood-vessel endothelium is restored, the permeability is reduced and the circulation is stabilized, the transfusion procedure should enter the refilling stage.[@B26] At this stage, diuresis is used to normalize the amount of fluid outside the blood vessels since extracellular fluid has returned to the lung blood vessels. This requires immediate reduction of transfusion, performance of diuresis and prompt discharge of the extracellular fluid from the body. Improvement of oxygenation is also important for recovery from pre-lung failure. However, judgment of the timing of this procedure is not easy in practice, and there is often a failure to normalize the extracellular fluid due to continuation of superfluous transfusion and inadequate diuresis. Consolidation of the lungs may therefore arise, and this kind of lung failure might be viewed as iatrogenic respiratory failure. Many cases of lung edema in the ICU may not also be due to bacteria.[@B27],[@B28]

The development of respirators has allowed maintenance of oxygenation, even in patients with severe lung failure, by providing the correct amount of ventilation. PEEP is particularly effective for atelectasis caused by lung edema, because it increases the lung expiration capacity, widens the peripheral respiratory tract, and re-expands the collapsed alveolar space. As a result, oxygenation appears to improve, however, when PEEP is stopped the respiratory state worsens; hence, this procedure does not address the fundamental causes of lung failure. The basic treatment for lung failure is simply to normalize surplus extracellular fluid outside the lung blood vessels. Extubation by PEEP before the extracellular fluid is normalized does allow oxygenation to be maintained at a high concentration of oxygen, but the alveolar space opened by PEEP collapses in a short time and this may cause lung consolidation in this region.

In the current work, a negative linear relationship was found between body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge and the time to ICU readmission ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and between body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge and the P/F ratio at the time of ICU readmission ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A weight increase of more than 10% at ICU discharge or a P/F ratio of below 150 was associated with readmission to the ICU within three days. Body weight should decrease steadily from entering the ICU by about 0.5 kg/day due to muscle wasting by bed rest, as mentioned above; therefore, the actual body weight gain at ICU discharge is larger than the measured value, since some weight loss should have occurred in the ICU.

A large R/E ratio, which indicates that a patient left the ICU soon after long-term respirator management, was associated with a large body weight gain at the time of ICU discharge ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Since a large body weight gain tends to lead to ICU readmission ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} or [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), it is desirable to have a small R/E ratio. A causative link cannot be proved from this study, however the data in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggest that readmission to the ICU is unlikely when the R/E ratio is around 1, suggesting that it may be preferable to keep patients in the ICU after extubation for the same period for which a respirator was used. However, this is difficult in practice due to medical costs and desire to limit the number of hospitalization days. Reduction of the R value (the period of respiratory support) would also have a favorable effect on the R/E ratio.

From [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, losing weight during the period of respiratory support is likely to lead to early extubation, since the time to extubation was related to body weight gain. In other words, losing body weight at the refilling stage prevents ICU readmission and may decrease the length of the ICU stay. Fluid management failure during the first ICU stay may result in ICU readmission due to lung edema or atelectasis. A key for prevention of ICU readmission is to obtain complete reversal of lung failure before ICU discharge, using strict water management based on weight measurements and with care not to assume that an apparent improvement in the respiratory state will be sustained, since this improvement may be due to respiratory support.

Among patients readmitted to the ICU with respiratory failure due to lung edema or atelectasis, there was an association between fluid overload at discharge and respiratory status, as well as a negative correlation between fluid overload at the time of initial discharge from the ICU and the time to readmission. A decrease in body weight before initial ICU discharge may be crucial for prevention of ICU readmission.

![A negative linear relationship (R = - 0.98) was found between body weight gain at the initial ICU discharge and the time to ICU readmission. A weight increase of more than 10% at the time of ICU discharge suggested readmission to the ICU within three days was likely.](ymj-49-422-g001){#F1}

![A negative linear relationship (R = - 0.96) was found between body weight gain at the initial ICU discharge and the P/F ratio at ICU readmission. A weight increase of more than 10% at ICU discharge or a P/F ratio below 150 indicated probable readmission to the ICU with severe respiratory failure.](ymj-49-422-g002){#F2}

![An inverse relationship (R = - 0.74) was found between the R/E ratio and the time to ICU readmission. A large R / E ratio was correlated with a short time to ICU readmission.](ymj-49-422-g003){#F3}

![A direct relationship (R = 0.81) was found between the R/E ratio and body weight gain. A large R/E ratio was correlated with a large body weight gain at the time of initial ICU discharge.](ymj-49-422-g004){#F4}

![A positive linear relationship (R = 0.75) was found between body weight gain until extubation and the time to extubation. As the weight increased during respirator use, the time to extubation was prolonged.](ymj-49-422-g005){#F5}

###### 

Clinical Data During the First ICU Admission Period for the 21 Readmitted Acute Respiratory Failure Patients
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Body weight gain (%), final body weight (kg) ÷ initial body weight (kg).

###### 

Clinical Data of the 21 Readmitted Acute Respiratory Failure Patients During the First ICU Admission Period
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P/F ratio 1, P/F ratio on the last day of the first ICU stay (mmHg); P/F ratio 2, P/F ratio on the first day of ICU readmission (mmHg); R value, the period using a respirator (days); E value, length of ICU stay after extubation (days); R/E ratio, R value ÷ E value.
